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TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE
We have the cameras to monitor it all!

Smooth and fl awless movement of vehicles on roads and 
transportation systems is crucial for our fast-paced world. When a 
commercial off-the-shelf imaging system falls short, this is where 
Videology excels.

We are a proven and trusted provider to help you design, 
develop, and then ship thousands of cameras per month globally. 

With countless transportation deployments, we value your 
input and understand what you need in custom camera module 
design... for just about any transportation management 
application, anywhere on the planet!

Keeping all kinds of traffi c fl owing 
smoothly, safely, and skillfully

• Hate sitting in traffi c jams?   

• Like knowing where a free parking spot is available?

• Like viewing your ferry or cruise ship dock safely and on time? 

• Like seeing your train is on track and on schedule?

• Like a secure video feed showing that huge truck load is safe?

So do we! That’s why Videology collaborates with the leading OEMs as well as federal, state and 
municipal governments in major monitoring systems the world over. We help to keep the planet 
moving including people, cars, trains, boats, cranes, intermodal, mass transit and more.

Our cameras assist in saving fuel, saving time, and providing the security we all need.



Zoom Block Cameras
Our extensive family of Zoom Block cameras is the right 
choice for safe, reliable and  long-lasting mobility 
applications. Options from 10x to 55x optical zooming, 4K resolution, 
high sensitivity, wide dynamic range, global shutters, HDR capabilities and 
beyond. All can be customized to meet your specifi c requirements.

IP Cameras
We offer a range of 4K and 1080p IP board cameras that are small, 
compact and secure to fi t in those tight spots with size and space constraints.

Edge AI Cameras
Need to go to the next level of smart transportation and mobility? 
Our fi rst-to-market Edge AI enabled SCAiLX Zoom Blocks and camera-agnostic 
SCAiLX SoM boards are already shifting the paradigm of intelligent 
transportation systems. 

Experience the future fi rsthand – Call for a demo today!

Setting the standard for excellence in 
custom camera module design

We offer a unique combination of imaging technologies and design expertise for any traffi c and 
transportation application. We can design the best custom embedded camera solution tailored for 
your specifi cations; be it a modifi cation of an existing product, or our specialty - a new bespoke 
design.

We have what your large-scale transportation and mobility system needs:

4K
High Resolution

Compact Form
Factor

10x - 55x
Optical Zoom

Output 
Flexibility

Robust 
Design

Multiple Control
Protocol Support
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Excellence.
Every day. Every time.

www.videologyinc.com
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More Than One Million Custom Embedded Cameras

Designed and Delivered Since 1995.

HEADQUARTERS LOCATION
Videology Industrial-Grade Cameras
35 Hampden Road
Mansfi eld, MA 02048 | United States
Tel: +1 401 949 5332
Fax: +1 401 949 5276
sales@videologyinc.com

EUROPE LOCATION
Videology Industrial-Grade Cameras 
High Tech Campus 5
5656 AE Eindhoven | The Netherlands
Tel: +31 40 7200159
sales-eu@videologyinc.com

Our Brand Difference
Our deep commitment to the customer experience delivers performance excellence throughout the entire 
customer journey. This is Videology’s brand difference and it’s our company’s most important priority in serving 
the needs of our customers across the globe.

Our Brand Promise
How do we support our brand difference? We do so with a sincere promise we make to every Videology customer 
as follows: We provide competence, attention to detail and personal care – all with a level of excellence that will 
delight every customer in every interaction. This is Videology’s brand promise and it’s been the key to our growth 
and success – from a small start-up more than 25 years ago to a global leader in today’s imaging industry.


